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No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted,
transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, or translated into any
language or any computer language, in any form or by any third party,
without the prior written permission of Legiolab S.A.
Disclaimer
Legiolab S.A. does not accept any responsibility for any damage caused
to its products by unauthorized personnel. Use of non-Legiolab
reagents and/or replacement parts will void all warranties.
Trademark Acknowledgements
LEGIOLAB® is registered trademark of LEGIOLAB, S.A.
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1 General Safety Precautions

This section presents important information intended to ensure safe and effective use of
this product. Read the following carefully before handling the product. These warnings
and cautions must be followed carefully to avoid injury to yourself or damage to
equipment.
Warning: Only properly trained and licensed electricians should attempt to wire or
service the electronic components of the analyzer. There is an Electrical Shock Hazard
when servicing this system.
Caution: Extreme caution should be used when installing, operating, and maintaining
the LEGIOLAB® Analyzer. Only properly trained technicians are authorized to install
and maintain the analyzer/controller.
Always follow local health and safety regulations when performing any service on the
analyzer/controller unit.
All electrical connections should comply with National Electrical Code (NEC) and all
local regulations.
Caution: LEGIOLAB's unit should not be opened except for initial installation and
troubleshooting, and should only be opened by a trained and approved technician.

2 Preface
2.1 Intended Use
This manual is for qualified and trained service technicians who will install and service
the LEGIOLAB Analyzer. It provides instructions on how to install the LEGIOLAB
system, how to integrate it with external systems and how to calibrate, operate and
maintain the system.

2.2 Overview of Chapters
This document is functionally divided into chapters according to the various steps
involved in installing and operating the LEGIOLAB system.
Chapter 1: General Safety Precautions
This section presents important information intended to ensure safe and effective use of
this product.
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Chapter 2: Preface
Intended use of the manual and safety issues
Chapter 3: Overview
General description of how water quality is maintained and how LEGIOLAB
automatically monitors and controls
Chapter 4: Installation
Instructs how to install LEGIOLAB and how to integrate it with water quality systems
Chapter 5: First Time Set-up
Instructs how to configure, calibrate, and operate the LEGIOLAB system immediately
after it is installed
Chapter 6: Routine Operation and Maintenance
Instructs how to respond to alarms and troubleshooting issues
Chapter 7: Record of the Results
Describes how the data are generated and stored
Chapter 8: Communications Options
Describes some optional components that may be installed on the controller or added
Chapter 9: Technical Specifications
Includes information about dimensions, electrical systems, etc

3 Overview
The LEGIOLAB Analyzer continuously monitors Legionella spp levels in water.
LEGIOLAB performs automated analysis of free and intact Legionella cells.

3.1 The LEGIOLAB Solution
Bioaerosols from cooling towers are often suspected to cause community-acquired LD
outbreaks. To prevent and control Legionella contamination in cooling towers,
maintenance actions should focus on low-emission cleaning procedures combined with
control measurements of water supported by a rapid Legionella detection method that
provides reliable and valuable information related to the public health risk.
The traditional method for Legionella detection in environmental samples is based on
cultivation in selective artificial media. Well-known limitations of this method could
compromise their utility in preventive or rapid control action. Among these drawbacks,
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we can highlight (a) long time to confirm results (from 2 to 28 days are required), (b)
changes on environmental water samples during their transport (1-2 days) to laboratory,
(c) presence of viable and infective but no-cultivable cells, (d) poor sensitivity, and (e) a
rate of inconclusive results up to 20% by interfering microbiota.
Current shortcomings in the quantification of Legionella in water samples have been
reported as a barrier to Legionella control encouraging the development of novel tests.
The use of alternative not-growth based methods to quantifying Legionella in water
samples may permit to complement current epidemiological purposes of the culture
method enabling a prevention strategy based on a comprehensive risk assessment.
PCR or PMA-PCR are very sensible but they are inappropriate methods for
discriminating between live and dead cells, being unreliable to detect Legionella for
regulatory purposes. Moreover, the lack of correspondence between the results of these
techniques and the culture method makes difficult the understanding of the result. In this
context, a method based on immunomagnetic separation (IMS) for Legionella spp
monitoring based on the use of anti-Legionella antibodies immobilized on magnetic
beads have proved its efficacy. IMS combines specific, whole-cell antibody recognition
with magnetic bead-based purification for bacterial concentration.
This method has proved to be more sensitive than the culture method, and provides the
possibility to selectively quantify viable Legionella cells with an established equivalence
with culture results. This test called Legipid®, has already been evaluated by Public
Health laboratories by comparing it with q-PCR and conventional culture. Legipid® has
been adapted to develop a completely automated device able to perform on site, called
LEGIOLAB®.

3.2 Measurements and Features
The LEGIOLAB measures the level of Legionella spp in water. The results are reported
as equivalent colony forming units (CFUeq), i.e. the amount of colony forming units
(CFU) that would have been obtained by using the conventional culture method in
absence of interfering microbiota and being all Legionella cells free and available.
Several communication options are also available:
• Internal 4 to 20 mA outputs
• Wireless modem
• Ethernet
• Modbus

3.3 System Components
LEGIOLAB has two primary units: the analyzing unit and the control unit.
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The analyzing unit performs the actual measurements (Figure 1). It contains the
following components:
The filtering unit performs the concentration of the original water sample – The filters
are inserted in a dispenser. A mechanism enables the dispenser to free one filter at a
time. The analyzer uses a telescopic handler which takes a cartridge from the fridge and
then loads it in the analytical module. Nine milliliter-sample loop transports the
concentrated sample from the filtering module to the cartridge module.
Cartridge module – A module integrated by a slide on a dual-axis system (spindle
type) driven by stepper motors at the ends. After fixing the cartridge position, the assay
is conducted by controlling the movements of both pipette and magnets.
Colorimetric Assembly Unit – A closed cell that measures transmittance at 455 nm
using an integrated and thermostated photometer.
Reagent Bottles – Contains the reagents used by the analyzer to elute the
concentrated sample and to clean the hydraulic circuit. Each bottle is equipped with a
non-return valve to prevent liquid flowing back into the bottles.
Reagent Pumps and Valves – Accurately controls the flow of water and reagents into
the analyzer, making every measurement as accurate as possible.
The control unit includes all electronics, the user interface and the software that
controls the measurements performed in the analyzing unit. It includes the following
components:
- I/O Module (Input/Output) – Providing power to the analyzer.
- Control Panel – Calculates the measurement results and also provides data to
external communication devices such as the 4-20 mA outputs, wireless modem
or Modbus communication.
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Figure 1: LEGIOLAB® Components

Ref 220-ULI-CT-10F
Ref 220-ULI-CT-10R
Ref 220-ULI-CT-1C
Ref 220-ULI-CT-1T
Ref 220-ULI-CT-3B
Ref 220-ULI-CT-1G
Ref 220-ULI-CT-2W

Filter
Cartridge
Photometer cuvette
Pipette tip
Reagents Bottles
Gloves
Waste bags

4 Installation
4.1 Selecting a Location
LEGIOLAB installation begins with manual installation and connecting the unit to the
system that it controls, as described in this chapter. Once physically installed, filters and
reagents must be inserted into the unit and the control system must be started and
calibrated, as described in Chapter 5, First Time Operation and Calibration. LEGIOLAB
should operate for several days in order to be properly tuned to its specific environment.
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Additional periodic modification, calibration, and maintenance are required after
LEGIOLAB has been operating on a regular basis. This is described in Chapter 6,
Routine Operation and Maintenance.

4.2 Site Requirements and Installation
The LEGIOLAB assembly is mounted on the floor. It should be located on a place
where operators and service technicians can easily access it for normal operation and
maintenance. It is also advisable to install it where the operators can easily view the
readings and alarms. The complete unit weighs 386.75 lbs (175 kg), so it can be
mounted securely on a stable floor. The LEGIOLAB unit measures as follows (W x H x
D): 1500 mm x 1360 mm x 550 mm.
4.2.1 Mechanical Installation Requirements
The LEGIOLAB unit can be shipped with anchors. The installer must provide anchors
that can hold the weight of the LEGIOLAB unit.
4.2.2 Mechanical Installation
The following procedure instructs how to install the LEGIOLAB unit.
1. LEGIOLAB is shipped like a complete unit (Figure 2).
2. Determine the location on the level floor in the horizontal plane for the LEGIOLAB
unit.
Note: The LEGIOLAB must be leveled in order to achieve proper operation.

Figure 2: Mounting LEGIOLAB® Units on the floor for both indoor and outdoor scenarios.
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4.3 Plumbing Requirements and Installation
4.3.1 Water Supply
LEGIOLAB does not require a pressurized water supply. A water loop is connected to
the main line so the water is continuously passing through this loop. An internal pump
extract the fresh water sample each time by a tube to the LEGIOLAB filter unit. The
distance from the main pipe to the LEGIOLAB should be as short as possible, in order
to minimize delay time between the water being sampled and LEGIOLAB’s taking of the
samples. Minimum inlet LEGIOLAB should be 5.0 psi (0.35 bar) and should not exceed
14.5 psi (1 bar).
Suspension solids content of the inlet water should be below 200 mg/mL (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Hydraulic hoses: Sample in (assembled to pipe line, on the right), Sample out and Waste out
(Drainage).

4.3.2 Drainage
A drainage connection is required for the liquid draining out from the cartridge. The
length of the drain line should be as short as possible and must have a constant
downward slope to prevent backflow.
Note The LEGIOLAB cartridge drains liquid. The drainage pipe should be as straight as
possible. If the device drains to a bucket or basin, the end of the drainage pipe should
terminate above the bucket or basin rim.

4.4 Electrical Requirements and Installation
LEGIOLAB requires a 100-115 or 200-230 VAC, 50/60 Hz electrical power source.
The main power supply may be connected to either 100-115 or 200-230 VAC 50/60Hz.
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1. Verify that the power switch to the power source is off.
2. Connect the line wire to the outlet.
3. Turn on electrical power.

5 First Time Operation and Calibration
5.1 Loading reagent cartridges
a. Open the fridge
b. Always load the 10 cartridges from the bottom up. Insert each cartridge so
their slots fit into the guides (figure 4). The slots are left on the internal part of the
guides.

Figure 4: Loading of the cartridges in the fridge.

c. Close the fridge

5.2 Installing Filters
1. Remove each filter from the bag and drop it into the rail
Note: Orient the filters with the side printed with “IN” towards the outside of the machine
(the side with concentric rings towards the inside of the machine) (Figure 5)
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Figure 5: Two sides of the filter. Side with “IN” (on the left) and side with concentric rings (on the
right).

5.3 Installing Bottles of Reagents
1. Open the LEGIOLAB Reagent Set (figure 6). The following items should be in the
box:
A. Reagent L0
B. Reagent C0
C. Reagent D0

Figure 6: Reagent Bottle Labels
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2. Place the reagents bottles in position (Figure 7 and 8)
A. Remove the cap from the reagent bottles
B. Place the opening of the reagent bottle below the bottle siphons. (Match the
bottle to its correct position: see the label;
C. Lift the bottle up until the opening reaches the bottle siphon cap.
D. Push the bottom of the bottle until it clicks.

Figure 7: Reagent Bottle fitting

Figure 8: Reagent Bottle assembled in the LEGIOLAB®
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Caution: Do not refill the reagent bottles. Do not mix or add reagent from other bottles.
Only use original LEGIOLAB reagents.

5.4 First Time Menu Setup
This section describes how to manage the settings (initialization, waste cartridge,
analysis, open and close fridge) using the LEGIOLAB control panel.
Caution LEGIOLAB's control panel should only be operated by a trained and approved
technician.
5.4.1 LEGIOLAB Control Panel
The LEGIOLAB control panel, Figure 9, is a simple, intuitive manual interface for
managing the unit with the following components:

Figure 9: Manual control panel of the LEGIOLAB®
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5.4.2. Operator Menu
The Operator Menu includes settings that may be controlled by on-site operators.
Function name

Description
a) It is necessary to execute a full analysis if the analytical module is
empty

b) It is necessary to execute a cartridge extraction if a cartridge is
detected in the analytical module (recovery error)

INIT
(Press rigth button)

(Succesfull Init -> Led Green):

(Error init -> Led yellow -> Repeat Init -> Error -> contact technical
support)
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This sequence executes the operations of loading cartridge in the
analytical module, filtering, analysis and sterilize.
The analyzer uses the cartridges sequentially starting from the position
1 to the position 10 (from top to bottom), after a 10-cartridge load
(open->close fridge) in the fridge. Even if the machine is switched off,
because position is saved in memory.
ANALYSIS
(Press left button)

The cartridge counter is just initialized by running the load operation
(open/close fridge).
It is executed provided that:
-

The machine is Ready (Green LED on)
After completing:
- an analysis sequence or fridge down
- an INIT sequence

In the case of analysis error (yellow LED on) execute an INIT
This sequence executes the operation of discharge a cartridge put into
the analytical module.
WASTE
CARTRIDGE
(Press central
button)

It is executed provided that:
-

The machine is Ready (Green LED on)
After completing:
- an INIT Recovery
- an INIT Complete

After Waste Cartridge sequence always execute an INIT
It takes the fridge to the loading position, which allows to position 10
cartridges. This operation also notifies the system that the refrigerator
has been charged by which the following analysis will start from the
cartridge in position 1.
FRIDGE UP
(Turn the selector to
the left)

It is executed provided that:
-

The machine is Ready (Green LED on)
After completing:
- an INIT Recovery
- an INIT Complete
- a complete Analysis sequence

Successfull Init -> Green Led-> The fridge down sequence can be
16
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executed
Error-> Led Yellow -> executes Init

FRIDGE DOWN
(Turn the selector to
the right)

It allows bringing the refrigerator in the resting position. This operation
also notifies the system that the refrigerator has been charged by
which the following analysis will start from the cartridge in position 1.
It is executed provided that:
-

The machine is Ready (Green LED on)
After completed the fridge up sequence

Succesfull Init -> Led Green-> a new sequence can be executed
Error-> Led Yellow -> executes Init

5.5 Calibration
Analyzer can be calibrated with measurements taken with specific external testing
cartridges. Make sure the provided control cartridge is not expired prior to using. Follow
the procedures provided by the manufacturer EXACTLY as instructed.
Note: It is recommended that calibration be performed every 3 to 6 months.
ALWAYS take specific cartridges for calibration provided by the manufacturer, NOT
from the process line directly. The analyzer should always be calibrated with calibration
reagents provided by the manufacturer.

6 Routine Operation and Maintenance
6.1 Schedule
Once installed by a qualified technician, LEGIOLAB can begin monitoring and
controlling Legionella spp in water. LEGIOLAB is specifically designed for easy
operation; however, some periodic maintenance is still required. Basic guidelines are
provided in Table; however, the schedule may vary depending on the actual conditions
and use.
Service Required

Frequency Required

Replace reagents
Replace pipetting tip
Replacement kit (10 analysis)
Replace photometer cuvette
Replace filters
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Replacing tubing pump

•
•
•
•

Every 06 months. This can be purchased
to provider.

Basic Operation involves setting the Replacement kit and operating normally,
LEGIOLAB demands very little operator involvement.
Calibration: LEGIOLAB setting must be periodically recalibrated. See section
5.5.
Reagent Replacement: LEGIOLAB uses a replacement kit each 10 analysis.
See section 6.2. This includes the components shown in the Table.
Shut-down and Winterizing: If the analyser will not be operating for an
extended period of time or is being stored in areas where temperatures drop
below freezing:
o A. Hydraulic circuit must be cleaned to remove all reagents from the
tubes. See Section 6.3 below.
o B. Install a replacement kit. See section 6.2.

•

Start-up and Preventive Maintenance: A preventative inspection and cleaning
of components should be completed whenever the analyzer is restarted after a
long downtime (> 8 weeks) or at least quarterly if the analyzer is operating
constantly. Likewise, the analyzer has several mechanical components that will
wear out overtime. To prevent future problems, these components should be
checked and/or replaced periodically. This is most easily accomplished at the
time of initial restart.

6.2 Replacing Reagents
Replace the reagents prior to arriving the NO REAGENTS situation:
1. Open the LEGIOLAB analyzing unit door.
2. Check that the machine is Ready (no running sequence).
3. Execute Fridge up
4. load 10 cartridges
5. Execute Fridge down
6. Insert 10 filters one by one, in such a way that the word “IN” impressed in one side of
each filter will be on your left.
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7. Replace pipette tip:
- unscrew the tip clamping piece and slide it down until it is pulled out. Pull the
used tip gently.
- snap the new tip and secure it with the screw clamping piece (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Mounting of the pipette tip

8. Replace the three bottles
Caution: Do NOT pour remaining reagent fluid from the old bottle to new bottle.
9. Close the analyzing unit door.

6.3 Preventive Maintenance
After the analyzer has been on for a long period of time (> 24 weeks), a few simple
checks should be done. Several components may need to be cleaned and some
mechanical parts may need to be replaced as preventative maintenance.
1. Inspect the external water sampling loop
2. Inspect the pump tubes for cracks or signs of significant wear and replace if
necessary. (See Section 6.3.1 below)
3. Install new reagents and prime the tubes
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After the analyzer has been off for a long period of time (> 12 weeks), check caducity of
the reagents and install a new replacement kit if necessary.
6.3.1 Replacing Pump Tubes
If the internal pump tube is cracked, appear significantly worn, or is no longer
functioning properly, it should be replaced to ensure consistent operation and control.
1. Turn off the power to the LEGIOLAB analyzer.
2. Remove the tube from the pump head and pull the tubes out.
3. Insert one connector end of the new tubing assembly into the bottom retaining slot in
the pump head.
4. Insert the tube through the guide slot in the rotor. Using caution, intermittently
depress the 100% bottom and feed the tube around the pump head as the guide slot
rotates.
WARNING: Be very careful not to get any objects (fingers, ties, hair, etc.) close to the
rotors and pump head as severe pinch points exist. Keep hands and fingers away from
the rotor assembly while feeding the new tube.
6.3.2 Replacing Components
The LEGIOLAB components which are not a part of the Replacement Kit provided by
the manufacturer should only be replaced by properly qualified and trained LEGIOLAB
analyzer technicians.

7. Record of the results
The result of the measurement made during the analysis sequence will be recorded in a
log file. Each sequence execution generates a log file specifying the date and time of
the sequence:
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The log file can be extracted by connecting with Teamviewer (file transfer option) and
looking for the log folder:

It is possible to find the result of the measurement, looking for the "Photometer Result":

8. Communication Options
8.1. Modbus communications
Modbus is a serial communications protocol that allows for communication between
many devices connected to the same network. Contact technical service.

8.2 Internal 4-20 mA Output
Contact technical service.

8.3. IOTSENS Platform
Contact technical service (see http://www.iotsens.com/platform_en/features/)
The IoTSens Platform has been designed to be open so it can be easily integrated with
third party systems. It provides:
- Historical analysis
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Some trends are found analyzing how the data evolve in large periods of time. For this
purpose, IoTsens provides powerful historical analysis by means of different kind of
graphics where the data can be grouped, summarized and compared.
- Map of LEGIOLAB sensors

IoTsens provides a fast access to the information of the different LEGIOLAB sensors
installed using interactive maps. The sensors are shown in the map as pins with a
different icon and colour according to their category. Sensors can be filtered by category
to support focusing on a specific aspect of the system. Depending on the zoom level,
pins are clustered into groups to avoid flooding the map with too much data.
- Alarms and notifications
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The IoTsens platform provides the mechanism to define custom alarms which can be
generated by the devices (LEGIOLAB sensors or communication nodes) or
automatically derived when analyzing the received data. Once the alarm is generated,
custom notifications can be sent to the person or persons in charge of reacting when
the exceptional situation happens.
- Legionella maps
IoTsens maps provide a powerful visualization tool to analyze geographical Legionella
data provided by the LEGIOLAB sensors. For instance, it can show neighbourhoods
with more Legionella levels, etc.
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- User control profiles
IoTsens implements a profiles-based user control mechanism in order to define and
restrict the access to the platform features.
- Responsive user interface

For a better use of the platform data in-the-field, it has to be accessed by mobile
devices and tablets. IoTsens provides out-of-the-box a responsive user interface that
provides complete access to the platform functionality.
- Dashboards of relevant data

The IoTSens Dashboards provides the foundations for the fast visualization of the state
and historical analysis of the LEGIOLAB system. By means of configurable widgets,
users can gather the most relevant data for their goals and react according the system
state.
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Users can use multiple dashboards each of them showing different information
according their preferred categorizations. The dashboards available to each user
depend on their security profile and their customizations. Each dashboard is compound
of different widgets organized in a grid.

9. Technical specifications
CHARACTERISTICS
Sampling feader

YES

Filtration/Concentration/Elution
Analysis
Analysis results reading
Display results
Automatic filter feeder
Automatic cartridge feeder
Cartridge batch traceability
Communications
Internal Climatization

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Operation
Out Temperature range
In operation temperature
Display
Other specifications
Dimensions (HxWxD) (mm)
Weight
Power Supply
Power Consumption
Sample inlet pressure

-10ºC to +40ºC
+25ºC
monochrome
1500x1360x550
175 Kg
AC 220V / 5060Hz
1,25 KW max
0-1 bar

LEGIOLAB S.A.
www.legiolab.com
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